W/C 22.6.2020 - Year 2 - Home Learning
This week in English we will cover a range of skills including spelling, writing and reading.
In maths we would like you to focus on length and mass. We will continue to use the White Rose Maths
website to provide a video activity and the follow up activity sheet for each day will be attached
separately, along with the answer sheet for each. See the outline on the next page for details.
In topic we will be learning about recycling.
Please scroll down to find the activities and sheets that you will need. How you structure your week at
home is of course entirely up to you (parents). We appreciate that it is challenging to work from home with
children, while trying to home school them at the same time, so please use your discretion as to when to
deliver these activities. There is no expectation to have work sent back to us.
Please do not feel you have to print sheets off if there isn’t the need to. Use the worksheet on the screen
for children to point/refer to. We have included an overview chart briefly explaining all the activities.
The calls might be a little different from now on, as other staff members might be calling you to check in please don’t worry, it’s because most staff are now back in school full time with a group, so are unable to
call during the day. :) If we haven’t spoken to you yet, please don’t worry - we will be calling you every
few weeks just to see how you’re all doing. If ever there was something urgent, that couldn’t wait, please
contact the school via enquiry@coppice.bham.sch.uk
Twitter - @CoppiceB75
If you want to share some of the work the children are particularly proud of or you wish to show us some
other fun they’ve had at home (baking, making, creating), then please share it by tweeting us @coppiceb75
It’s always a pleasure to see you having fun.

Thank you to those parents that managed to tweet us a picture over the past few weeks. If you haven’t
yet, we would love to see what you have been doing. A big thank you to the hard work that is happening
at home in regard to home learning - keep up the good work.

Week commencing 22nd June 2020
Literacy

Maths

Reading
Reading for pleasure for 15
minutes at least 5x per week.

Warm ups:
Times table speed
tests: https://
www.timestables.co.uk
/speed-test/
Select either 2, 5 or
10 times table (try 3 if
you score high in the
others)

This week, we have focused
more on

…???

Reading Task 1 The Twits Chapter 7 - use the
book if you have it, otherwise
the link on the task page.
Where it says group or pair,
please work together to
discuss the task instead.
Reading Task 2 - Skimming
& scanning really helps us
with our work. Please answer
the questions by skimming &
scanning the text.
Reading Task 3 Use your APE Knowledge to
answer the question. Then,
use your ability to retell a
story using only key
information.
Reading Task 4 Prediction task. Use the
information from the picture
or text to work out what is
most likely to happen next
(prediction). It has to make
sense, use the text to be
accurate.
Writing
Writing Task 1 —
This task will support task 2
once completed. The green
writing gives an example of
that character, so please
cover that up before they see
all the word choices.
Writing Task 2 This is the bigger write of the
week (special write). You may
want to do the planning/idea
gathering one day, start the
writing the next (to breakup
the task into more
manageable chunks) and then
complete it on the third day.
Please see the task for details.
Writing Task 3 Shorter tasks to choose from.
Please complete 1 or 2. You
may wish to complete them
all! :)
Writing Task 4 - a brief
SPaG activity linked to capital
letters and full stops (always
a good reminder).

Topic

P.E

Other

9.00am - PE with Joe Mindfulness —
Wicks https://
Explore textures in
youtu.be/6vnature, take a walk
a_dpwhro
to collect different
objects and observe/
Using the PE at home describe how each
sheet, practise some feels or looks. Relate
of the activities.
them to how they
Focus on the explore, can represent their
practise, develop.
emotions. E.g a
This one is all about smooth leaf is like
throwing and
when I am calm.
Year 2 Maths: Wc PSHE
A bright petal is like
Learn why recycling catching (volleyball
22.6.2020
skills - team sport!) - when I feel happy.
Please follow the link is so important.
A spiky twig is like
to access the videos What can you do to yay! Have fun and
don’t forget to tweet when I’m angry.
for the maths learning help the
us videos of you
environment?
we are doing this
exercising or trying
week:
out a new skill! (or Other Optional
https://
Spelling and Phonics maybe even of you
Spelling Tasks
whiterosemaths.com/
Task 1 - Review:
beating your parents’ https://
homelearning/year-2/
singular
and
plural.
www.youtube.com/
high scores!)
The sheets are now
What
are
the
rules?
channel/
alongside this pack as
Write the words and GoNoodle - this will UCP_FbjYUP_UtldV2
a follow up to the
K_-niWw/videos
videos.
play the game.
require a sign in for Useful if your child needs
Lesson 1: measure length
Task 2 - spelling
some of the
to revisit phonics blending
(cm)
pattern
tion
(look at year 1 later
resources, but the
Lesson 2: Compare length
Follow
the
lessons)
Lesson 3: Four operations
accounts are free.
instructions
on
task
with lengths
Lesson 4: Compare Mass
2.
Warm up:
For lesson five, there is an Task 3 - Tricky
https://app.gonoodle.com/
optional quiz/challenge.
activities/y-not
words:
Follow the prompts Dance:
Optional extension:
on the sheets to
https://app.gonoodle.com/
See the sheet in the
practise
reading
and
activities/roar
maths section of this
spelling tricky words
pack. These are linked
(common exception Sing and dance along:
to measures.
https://app.gonoodle.com/
words)
activities/moose-fabioOther
10.00am - Maths with
Carol Vorderman
www.themathsfactor.c
om

Science / Design
Technology
Read about recycling
to remind you of its
importance. Become
an inventor and
create an object out
of materials that can
be recycled.

dont-wear-no-socks

Reading

Reading Task 1
Chapter 7: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mC5ILZe-T0

Reading Task 1

Reading Task 1

Reading Task 2 - Skimming & Scanning Information

Reading Task 2 - Text & Task

Reading Task 3
The picnic was finished, and the grownups were packing it away. ‘Buzz off and amuse yourselves for a bit,’ Dad
said. ‘We’re going to have a little snooze in the sun.’ The children ran off. Harry called out, ‘Come over here! This
would be a great one for climbing!’ They all looked up where Harry was pointing. As they looked, a squirrel
scampered up it. The branches were big, but some of the lower ones were smaller and easy to reach. ‘You’re the
best climber, Harry,’ everyone agreed. ‘You have a go and see if you can do it.’ Harry jumped and caught hold of
the lowest branch. With a heave he pulled himself up until he was sitting on it. A shower of leaves fell down on
the children as the branch shook, and they laughed. ‘Go on, Harry! See how far up you can go!’ they said.
What was Harry climbing on? How do you know?
Answer
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Prove
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Explain
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In a dense forest, lived a fierce lion. He was very cruel. One day the lion was caught in a hunter’s
trap. One by one many animals passed by. “Please helped me!" pleaded the lion. But none of the
animals listened to his plea.
After a while, a man happened to come into the forest. He saw the lion. The lion said, “I will die
of hunger. Please help me out, O! kind man." The man was thoughtful. “I assure you I will never
harm you. Please help me now. The hunter will be anytime now," said the lion.
The man felt sorry for the lion and set the beast free. As soon as the lion was free, he let out a
fierce roar. “I have been trapped in the cage for a long time. I am hungry. I will have to eat you,"
said the lion, looking at the man. “But you promised that you would not harm me," said the
man, in a meek tone. “Yes, I said that. But only to convince you to free me. Now, I am terribly
hungry,” said the lion. With a great big snap the lion ate the man and strolled into the forest
happily with a full belly.
In 3 sentences, retell the story (what happened - only key information).

Reading Task 4
Look at the picture.
Predict what will happen next and explain why you think this.
I predict that… because…

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

As Simon floated in the cool, refreshing waves under the hot sun, he realised he was drifting further and further
away from the beach. ‘How am I ever going to get back?’ he wondered terrified. He tried to swim fiercely back
to shore but the waves were too strong. When Simon looked at the beach Simon saw only tiny ants where his
parents were supposed to be. How awful this was! Simon was about to give up hope, when he spotted a small
island in the distance…
Read the extract above. Predict what you think will happen next and explain why.

I predict that… because…

Writing

Writing Task 1

Writing Task 2 - Planning
This week’s task is to write a descriptive paragraph (a bit like a character description in this case). Look at the
image of the boy. Imagine that the ring has made the boy transform into a dragon/monster.

Using the image to help you, generate some ideas about what is happening or has happened to him. Really think
about all of his body parts, how they change, the sounds you might hear, what tingling or popping he might feel
in his arms, head etc - really think about the changes that the ring has unleashed upon him. Then, jot down
phrases, adjectives or adverbs and similes to help you plan what they might write.
Encourage children to include (success criteria):
- questions, exclamations
- commas in a list
- apostrophe for possession
- conjunctions: and, but, or, when, if, that, because (where it fits)
- suffixes e.g. –ment, –ness, –ful, –less, –ly
- consistent tense
- adjectives, adverbs, similes

Writing Task 2 - Example (George)

Writing Task 2 - Example 2 (The boy)
When the boy placed the ring onto his fingers, he felt his whole
body ache and change. He looked at his arm and felt his skin
starting to pop and peel as scales slowly covered his entire body
like a snake. Now, his back began to sprout two small and uniform
wings directly from underneath his shoulder blades. Why is this
happening to me? He wondered. The boy tried, but could not remove the ring, as it firmly grasped his finger, never to let go
again. The nails on his fingers grew quickly to become pointy and
sharp, like knives in a chef's kitchen. How terrible this was! His
knuckles turned dark red and became as firm and thick as the
skin on your nan's feet. If this continued, he would surely never
be the same again. The band of the watch began to stretch until
eventually it burst right off his scaly wrist. To this day, people
still ask: “Who was this boy?” and “Where is he now?”

Note: What the children produce may differ from the example
and they of course will have their very own ideas or ways of describing this transformation. Seeing their ideas is what usually
fills us with joy when they are writing. Avoid restricting their
creativity by being too rigid. The example is only intended to
make them think and give them some ideas to magpie (borrow for
their own writing - not copy word for word).

Writing Task 2 - Word mats

Writing Task 2 - Writing
Using your plan to help you, write your short descriptive paragraph about the boy. Remember to write it as if it
was happening to him and you could see all the changes happening. (Use example 2 to help you).
Success criteria:
- questions, exclamations
- commas in a list
- apostrophe for possession
- conjunctions: and, but, or, when, if, that, because (where it fits)
- suffixes e.g. –ment, –ness, –ful, –less, –ly
- consistent tense
- adjectives, adverbs, similes

Writing Task 3 - Choose a task or two to work on.

Writing Task 3 - Choose a task or two to work on.

Writing Task 4

Spelling
and
Phonics

Phonics/spellings Task 1 - Write and play activity
Revision:
Write these sentences in your book.
Change the underlined words to plural words.
The cow stood in the field watching the farmer.
The lady told a story about the gipsy.

The coach blew the whistles at the end of the match.
The gipsy put the dish on the table.
The cook cut the cake.
The bunch of flower were given to the teacher.

Now play Pond Life Plurals Game:

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/
phase/6/pond-life-plurals
Press start
Read the instructions and the rules for
spelling plurals before playing.

Phonics/spellings Task 2—Look, talk and write activity
What spelling pattern do all of these words have?
What sound does this spelling pattern make?

Phonics/spellings Task 2— Continued...
Choose 3 words. Writing them in sentences, spelling them
correctly.

Phonics/spellings Task 3—look, talk and write

Tricky words for reading:

water
were

plant
we’re

What can be tricky when reading these words?

Phonics/spellings Task 3—continued...

Tricky words for writing:

after

hour

sugar
What can be tricky when spelling these words?

Read them in sentences:

Speed write each tricky word, one at a time. How many
times can you write the word down, spelling it correctly in
1 minute?

after
sugar

hour

Phonics/spellings Task 3—continued...

Maths

Maths extensions—optional

Topic

Science
Learning Objective
•
To identify materials that can be recycled.
Design Technology
Learning Objective
•
To design and make a new product out of materials that can be
recycled.
•

•

Read through the slides to remind yourself about the
importance of recycling and how you can help make the
environment a better place to live.
After you have read the slides there is a worksheet for you to
use to design something that can be made reusing the rubbish/
materials you have in the recycling bin. It can be something
useful or something decorative. Have fun designing your product
and feel proud you have created something out of recycled
materials.

Reduce, Reuse
Recycle

What a Lot of Rubbish!
Think about your day so far.
How many things have you thrown in the bin today?

Each person in the UK throws away more than 1kg of rubbish each day.
Over a year, this weighs as much as an adult polar bear!
How many polar bear sized piles of rubbish will your class make in a year?

Where does it all go?

What a Load of Rubbish!
Sadly some of the rubbish is thrown away on the floor. We call this litter.

Why is it wrong to drop litter on the floor? What problems can it cause?

Phot o court esy of Pet er Curbishley ,amst ersam and phot ocumbria (@flickr.com)-grant ed under creat ive commons licence-at t ribut ion

What a Load of Rubbish!
Littering is against the
law! A person caught
throwing litter on the
ground can be
prosecuted and made to
pay a big fine!

Littering in cities
encourages rats and
other animals that
spread diseases. They
eat the food that people
leave behind.

Litter can be sharp,
dirty or dangerous, and
can cause people
accidents and illnesses.

Litter makes our public
spaces look horrible.
We want to keep them
clean and tidy for
everyone to enjoy.

Cleaning up litter costs
a lot of money that
could be used for other
important things.

Litter is very
dangerous for wildlife
who can swallow it or
get trapped in it. This
is especially true at the
coast and in the
countryside.

What a Load of Rubbish!
How can we prevent littering?
Always throw your rubbish in the bin! If there is no bin nearby, carry your rubbish
carefully until you see one or wrap it in a bag and take it home.

What a Load of Rubbish!
So, you put all your rubbish in the bin. Well done!
What happens to it now?
Our rubbish gets put into big bins, collected by waste collection lorries and taken
for sorting and processing.

Phot o court esy of Chris Sampson and w heat fields (@flickr.com)-grant ed under creat ive commons licence-at t ribut ion

What a Load of Rubbish!
Some of the waste that we throw away goes
into huge rubbish mountains that we call landfill.

Landfill sites are very dirty and unpleasant to
look at. They take up a lot of room and release
harmful chemicals into the soil, the water and
the air.

As we make more and more rubbish each day,
the landfill sites grow bigger and bigger. If we
carry on putting our rubbish in landfill sites we
will soon run out of room for it all!
Phot o court esy of cogdogblog and bsabarnow l (@flickr.com)-grant ed under creat ive commons licence-at t ribut ion

What a Load of Rubbish!
Littering, incinerating and landfill are not good things to do with our waste, as they
are harmful to the world around us and the plants, animals and people who live here.
It’s very important that we find better things to do with our rubbish that do not harm
the environment. This way, we can make the world a pleasant place for everyone.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Luckily, making good choices about what we do with our rubbish is something that all
of us can do to help the environment every single day!

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Reduce

Reuse

Recycle

Try to make less rubbish by
cutting down on waste.

When you are finished
with something, try to use
it again.

Put rubbish in the
recycle bin instead of the
general waste.

If you don’t want to use it,
maybe someone else does.

It will be taken away and
turned into something new.

Maybe you can use it for
something else!

Most of our rubbish can be
recycled and turned back
into something useful.

Don’t buy things you
don’t need.
Use things until they are
worn out instead of buying
new things.
Doing this will mean
there are fewer things to
throw away.

Reducing
The first step in making good decisions about our waste is to see if we can reduce it.
Reducing means finding ways to create less rubbish in the first place. Then there are
fewer things to throw away!
Packed lunches create a lot of waste.
How could you reduce the amount
of waste in this lunchbox?

Reducing
What ideas did you think of for a waste free lunch?
Here are some ways you can reduce the amount of waste that will be left over from
your lunch.
Only bring what you
need! If you can’t finish
all your food then you
have brought too much.
Pack your sandwiches in
a reusable container.
Instead of buying
individual packets of
snacks, buy a big packet
and bring a portion
each day.

Pack fresh fruit. It
doesn’t need any
other packaging…and
it’s good for you too!

Bring drinks in a
refillable bottle.
If you have any
rubbish, make sure you
put it in the right bin
so it can be recycled.

Reusing
After reducing our waste, the next step in taking good care of our rubbish is to reuse as
much as we can.

Many of the things we throw in our rubbish can be used again.

Carrier bags can be reused to carry home
your shopping from the supermarket.

Glass jars can be reused to store food in the kitchen.

Old toys, books, clothes and DVDS can be given to
someone you know or donated to a charity shop.

Reusing
Many things can be reused by turning them into something else!

These are all things that have been made out of items that people are finished with.

Phot o court esy of Blues Belle, Nornanack and aust inevan(@flickr.com)-gr ant ed under creat ive commons licence-at t ribut ion

Recycling
After you have reduced your waste as much as possible and seen if there is anything
you can reuse, you can recycle what’s left.

After you have placed your object for recycling in the
recycling bin it will be taken away to a recycling
factory, shredded into very small pieces and melted
down into a liquid or pulp before being used to
create something new.

Recycling

Paper can be recycled
to make new paper
or a toilet roll.

A tin can could be
recycled to make
chocolate wrapping
and new drinks or
food cans.

Glass can be recycled
to make new bottles
and jars.

Recycling
Natural waste like rubbish
from the garden, grass
cuttings, vegetable peelings
and tea bags can be turned
into compost. Compost is
very good for soil and helps
to grow new plants.

Plastic is shredded
and turned into new
plastic bottles,
garden furniture,
even fleece jumpers!

Recycling
To recycle the rubbish, first we need to sort it into different materials so it can be
taken away for processing.

Recycling
Spend one minute thinking of a way you can help to reuse, reduce and recycle over
the week ahead.

You are now going to look in your recycling bin to see what materials, containers or boxes you have that will make a new invention. This can be something
useful or decorative. There is a worksheet if you would like to use it to draw
your plan or you can just have a think of what you need and how you’re going to
make it.
We have included some ideas of what you could make with instructions but you
can make anything as long as it is made out of materials that can be recycled.
Examples
•
An outfit
•
A house for a Superhero
•
A musical instrument
•
A telescope
•
A vehicle
Don’t forget to email us a photograph of your creations. You really do make us
feel proud when we look at them.

Design something that can be made by reusing the rubbish/materials you have in your
recycling bin at home. It can be something useful or something decorative.

Template on the following page

PSHE

Learning Objective
To learn what improves and harms my local, natural and built
environments and develop strategies and skills needed to care for
these.
•

•

•

Read the story of ‘The Messy Magpie. ‘
> Think about what harm was being caused when the magpie was
taking rubbish to the forest.
> What were the humans doing that was wrong and why was it
wrong?
> What will happen if humans keep throwing litter?
> What can humans do to make things right again?
When you have finished reading the story look at the worksheet
and pretend you are the magpie. Complete your thoughts and
feelings asked on the worksheet. This can be talked through if
you prefer.

PE

a sheet of paper.

